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TEMPUS 

8 x 1 OOOW CHANNELS 
4 x 2kW MAX. TRIAC DIMMERS 
The portable, self
contained lighting control 
with 8 control channels 
each rated to handle up to 
lOOOW of220/240v 50Hz 
tungsten lamp load 
connected through 5A 3-pin 
shuttered sockets or 2 pole 
+E Schuko sockets. Each 
of the 8 channels can be 
switched full-on, on
dimmer, or off and share 
four 2 x lOOOW variable load 
'Iriac dimmers controlled 
by four fader levers and a 
master fader. 

6, 12, 24.+ 12.+ 12 . ..... . CHANNELS+ 10A OR 5kW MAX. 
THYRISTOR DIMMERS 
The new , plug-together packaged control system - worthy 
successor to the Mini-2 range. Tempus 2-preset desks have a 
single, split crossfader for dipless or profiled crossfades or for pile
adding of the two presets and also 5 second to 5 minute auto
timing of dipless crossfades. A 12-chann~l extension desk, without 
any superfluous masters , is also available . Tempus portable 
dimmerpackscontain6x lOAmax. or3x 5kWmax. Thyristor 
dimmers complete with the necessary filtering. All lOA dimmers 
have twin Schuko , 15A or 5A 3-pin shuttered sockets and 5kW 
dimmers a 32A socket for the connection of the 220/240V 50Hz 
tungsten lamp loads. 

AMC 
20, 30, 40 ....... 120 MAX. CHANNELS 3-PRESETS. 9 GROUPS 
Multi-preset , multi-group control based upon 10-channel modules 
with 3-presets, each with 3-groups . Up to 12 of these self-contained 
modules link, by plug-in ribbon cable, to a Master module with a 
dipless crossfader controlling the master faders for the 9 groups. 
An alternative Timed Master module has 1-60 seconds /minutes 
auto-timing of the dipless crossfader. 
Each channel has additional flexible selection to an inhibit 
master fader or to a direct source independent of even the grand 
master fader. 
A great variety of desk formats include wall-mounting or free
standing desks and wings. 

DIMMER·S 

PERMA12 
12 x 2kW MAX. THYRISTOR DIMMERS 
Compact, wall-mounting racks each 
containing 12 wired-in 2kW max.Thyristor 
dimmer modules including filter and 
associated power distribution to 
terminals. Batch manufactured for fast 
delivery of dimmers for 'hard' wiring. 

STM 
20 x 2kW or 5kW MAX. 
THYRISTOR DIMMERS 
Shallow, wall-mounting racks each 
containing 20 wired-in 2kW or 5kW max. 
Thyristor dimmers each with its own S law 
trigger card and filter to either theatre or 
studio standards. Internal wiring to 
terminals behind fuse pariel. 

MCM 
, 60 x 2·5kW MAX. 
THYRISTOR DIMMERS 
High-density dimmer 
system. Each free
standing rack can house 
up to 60 x 2·5kW max . . 
dimmers in 5 crates of 
6 twin plug-in modules . 
Alternative crates house 
6x 5kWor3x lOkWmax. 
double-width modules. 
MCM also provides a 
wide choice of plug-in 
trigger cards for linear, 
square or S law response; 
also filtering to theatre 
or broadcast studio 
standards. All modular 
components quantity 
produced for assembly 
to suit each specific 
installation. 


